
How do I create a successful painting the Fearless Way? 
By Elise Beattie 

1) First comes image choice, pick your photo inspiration, work on location or create an abstract by making 

lines and shapes onto your surface of choice ( paper or canvas or wood etc). 

 

2) Making decisions: 

a) Choose your colors & make a list – primaries, secondaries, tertiary colors and complimentary hues. 

b) Choose your values and their placements 

c) Choose what area of the image is to be your “Center of Interest” 

 

3) Create a “Value Study” by turning your photo inspiration into a black & white image and marking this 

image with the numbers of 1 -5 (each number representing a value level from light to dark). 

a) If working from life or designing an abstract: create a black and white drawing / value study to help 

you see where the range of values are going to be in your painting.  

b) Remember that the more choices that you make prior to painting the easier the painting experience 

will be. 

 

4) From your color choice list in “2a” make a note which further defines in your mind, where you want 

which color, where your “Center of Interest” is which is where your most intensive, warmest colors are 

used and which complimentary hue you will use to “neutralize” your original primary / secondary hues 

around the painting etc. Begin painting when you feel comfortable about the choices that you have 

made. 

 

5) When your painting is complete and you have nothing more that you can say about your subject and 

technical methods of painting (ie, brush strokes, patterns etc) then it is time for your…. 

 

6) Art Talk – better known as a critique, where you ask yourself those all important questions of: 

a) Does the painting express your feelings on the subject? 
b) Is there a center of interest to the composition? Is it well placed? 
c) Is there a dominance of color or of mood? 
d) Are there interesting color combinations within the work? 

e) Is there a large, dominant shape supported by middle and small sized                                                                                     

pattern areas that repeat the dominant shape and form? 

f) Are there quiet, resting spots within the composition to balance the busy patterned areas?  

 

And remember that when you can answer these questions with a “YES” then you have a 

successful painting! 

8)  But do not forget:  if you are working on a painting and your answers to the critique questions are not 

yes, do not fret, just look at your work, study what you think needs to be changed or is missing ( make a 

note of your ideas) and in your NEXT painting make different choices! 


